The problem posed above has recently been considered by Lavon B. Page [4] , who conjectured that the condition (2) below was sufficient as well as necessary and who proved the validity of this conjecture in several cases.
Throughout this note we shall use facts, mainly elementary or standard, about unilateral shifts with few direct references given. These facts can all be found in [1.2.3] . A subspace will alwas be a closed linear manifold and all operators will be linear and continuous.
Let 3ίΓ n denote the Hardy space of H 2 functions in the unit disk Δ -{z\ \z\ < 1} with values in the complex Hubert space C n , (n < + oo). When convenient u e 3ίΓ+ will be considered as an n x 1 column vector of elements in 3tl -H\ and we shall freely identify 3ίΓ v 0 <3Γ q with J%~v+ q . Let S denote the unilateral shift on J^ generated by multiplication by z, i.e., (Su)(z) -zu(z) for all zeA and w£3ίΓ % . Then S*S = I but SS* Φ I. For each positive integer m put P m = I -S m S* m . Then P m is an orthogonal projection and for any operator T commuting with S, P m T = P m TP m .
Thus for all ue 3^ we have,
If Λ€ is a subspace of 3ZI which is invariant under S and T is an operator on ^ which commutes with S and has a continuous extension to all of ^^ which also commutes with S, then clearly this extension must satisfy (1) on 3fΓ n . Hence T itself must satisfy (1) on ^t. This lead Page to the following conjecture [4] :
If Λ€ is a subspace of _%£, invariant under S, and T an operator on ^ which commutes with S and satisfies (2) || P m Tu\\ ^ α||P w u|| for all u e ^€ and m, then T has an extension to all of J^ which commutes with S and has norm less than or equal to a.
We have taken the liberty here of reducing Page's conjecture for general 3ίΓ and S to our situation. The purpose of this note is to prove the validity of the above conjecture. If T is an operator on ^Jf which commutes with S, then there exists an operator G on 3ίΓ v , with \\G\\ = ||Γ||, defined uniquely by the equation
Moreover G commutes with S and so is representable as a p x p matrix of elements of H°°. We base our extension procedure on G.
In order to reduce the inequality (2) to a less intrinsic but more computible form, let £f n denote the space of (2) . Then T has an extension 2\ to all of 3iΓ n which commutes with S and satisfies 11 ϊ\ 11 S oc.
Proof. Following Lemma 2.1, \\A(z)G(z)X\\ £a\\A(z)X\\ for all zeJ and XeC p . Since A(z) has rank p except on a discrete subset of A, there exists a p x p submatrix of A(z) whose determinant vanishes on a discrete subset D of A. Without loss of generality this matrix may be taken as the first p rows of A(z). Extend A(z), G(z),
to n x n matrices A x {z), G x {z) as below,
for z e A -D, we have || T^XW £a\\X\\ for all X in the range of A x {z) = C n and all zeA -D. For Ye C n , F(z) = TT x (z)X is analytic and satisfies \F(z)\ ^ α||X|| ||Γ|| for ze A -D. But D is discrete and so F(z) may be extended, by Riemann's Theorem on removable singularities, to all of A as an analytic funtion. Since X, Y are arbitrary we have finally that T x {z) can be extended analytically to all of A and and satisfies there || T x {z)X\\ ^ a\\X\\ for all Xe C n . Now T^A^X = A^G^X -(TA)(z)X for all Xe C p and zeA. Thus T x on J%1 defined by (Γ^)(«) = T γ {z)u(z) is an extension of T which clearly commutes with S and || 2\|| <* α. REMARK 2.1, The above theorem covers the general case of unilateral shifts of finite multiplicity. By minor modifications the proof will also be valid for unilateral shifts S on J%Γ of infinite multiplicity provided (S^f) 1 contains a finite dimensional subspace M such that u{z) eM for all ze A and ue , 3* Uniqueness* It follows immediately from (1) and (2) that the extension 2\ of Theorem 2.1 is an extension of minimal norm. However it need not be the only extension. Clearly an extension will be unique if and only if ^ is not contained in the kernel of any non-trivial operator on ^Γ n which commutes with S. The following lemma provides the necessary characterization in terms of the subspacê // z = { u (z) I u e ^//} of C n , for each zeΔ. 
